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Abstract 

Eucalyptus nitens has become a commercially important species in Chile and it is 
representing one of the fastest growing wood-stock in the country. Today, it is widely 
used for pulp and paper production, but the interest in using the solid wood has increased 
in recent years. Before the sawn timber can be utilized, its moisture content must be 
reduced. Often during drying, hydrostatic tension forces within the cell exceed the 
compressive strength of the thin cell wall of Eucalyptus nitens and the cell collapses. This 
phenomenon usually leads to severe surface deformation and both surface and internal 
cracks (honeycombing). Yield and quality of the final product, and thereby sawmills’ 
profitability, are decreased by these cracks and deformations. The aim of this study was 
to investigate, by CT-scanning samples throughout the drying process, if it is possible to 
detect when and how cracking and deformation occurs and develops in specimens of 
Eucalyptus nitens from Chile. Based on this knowledge, better drying schedules can 
hopefully be developed to improve the yield and provide a higher end-quality of the sawn 
timber. 
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Introduction 

The volume of eucalypt wood planted and used in the southern hemisphere has increased 
very much during the last decades. The major use of eucalypt wood is for the pulp and 
paper industry, to the point that it is the most widely used source of short wood fibers in 
the world (Hart and Santos 2015). According to the Chilean Statistical Yearbook of 
Forestry 2015 (INFOR Area of Information and Forest Economics 2015), in Chile 
Eucalyptus globulus and Eucalyptus nitens combined represent 33,1% of the surface of 
forest plantations. It also shows that the production of Eucalypt wood in the country has 
been increasing since the 80’s but the volume used as sawn timber has decreased 
dramatically throughout the years. The data for 2014 shows that nearly 12 M m3 of 
eucalypt wood was consumed in Chile out of which only 12 000 m3 were used for 
producing sawn timber. 

Even though the use of eucalypt for high quality solid wood products is minor, some 
research is taking part regarding how to improve the properties of the sawn timber. 
Blackburn (2012) focuses on Eucalyptus nitens, the wood species that is used in this 
study as well, and provides a wide picture of the existing knowledge at different levels: 
material science, genetics, forest management and final products. 

One of the reasons why the use of eucalypt for solid wood applications is so limited is 
that it is extremely prone to internal checking and collapse during drying (McKinley et al. 
2002, Shelbourne et al. 2002, Lausberg et al. 1995) which results in defects that are 
unacceptable for the industry. The literature provides some record of research that 
addresses checking and collapse of different Eucalyptus species from various points of 
view. For instance: anatomical (Wilkes and Wilkins 1987, Chauhan and Walker 2004, 
Valenzuela 2012); material science (McKinley et al. 2002, McKenzie et al. 2003, Ilic 
1999) or genetics (Hamilton et al. 2009, Kube and Raymond 2002). Some use of 
scanning technologies has been made in the research of this phenomenon. Lausberg et al. 
(1995) applied X-ray scanning technology to study densiometry of Eucalyptus nitens 
wood strips. Wentzel-Vietheer et al. (2013) tried to identify collapse zones in Eucalyptus 
globulus with near infrared spectroscopy (NIR). Ananías et al. (2014) used a Quintek X-
ray Ring Tree Analyzer to measure width and density of annual rings while studying how 
the cell location within the stem influences collapse. 

This work is a first approach to the study of internal checking and collapse in real time 
with aid of computer tomography (CT)-scanner, by using a unique piece of equipment 
that combines a drying chamber and a medical CT-scanner. The main goal is to explore 
the opportunities that these techniques provide to study internal checking and collapse of 
Eucalyptus nitens during the drying process. As there are on-going projects developing 
new algorithms for MC measurements from CT-scanning images (Watanabe et al. 2012, 
Hansson and Fjellner 2013, Couceiro and Elustondo 2015), this parameter could be 
included as well in future work and help drawing a wide picture of the drying process and 
wood’s behaviour. In the long term, this could provide new ways for the development of 
better drying schedules and therefore improve the yield and quality of Eucalyptus nitens’ 
sawn timber. 
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Materials & Methods 

Three specimens, one specimen in each drying run, of Eucalyptus nitens were used for 
the tests. Their cross-sectional dimensions, prior to the drying, were 105 x 23 mm2 and 
their length was roughly 70 cm. A specially designed laboratory drying kiln that fits 
within the void of a Siemens Somatom Emotion medical CT-scanner was used (Fig. 1). 
With this equipment it is possible to scan the inside of the kiln without interrupting the 
drying process. The dryer works as a regular heat and vent kiln and the drying takes place 
in atmospheric pressure. Prior to drying, the specimens were soaked in water for 24 hours 
and the ends were sealed with a heat resistant silicone. In the three drying runs, the dry 
bulb temperatures were set at around 50, 82 and 103 °C respectively while the wet bulb 
depression was varying as the drying went on (Fig. 2). The warming-up process was done 
with saturated atmosphere and at a rate of 30 degrees per hour. The specimens were 
scanned periodically and at different spans. Three thermocouples, type T, connected to a 
PC-logger (Intab AAC-2), and placed in holes drilled in the specimens, were used to 
achieve complementary data. Two of the thermocouples were placed in the center of the 
specimens’ cross section and one at approximately 3 mm depth from the surface. The 
data provided was used to make videos of the process following the changes in the 
specimens with the CT-images and a temperature graph (Fig. 3). 

Figure 1: Drying kiln and CT-scanner. The specimen is located in the metal tube that fits within the void of 
the scanner. 
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Figure 2: Wet bulb and dry bulb temperatures of the drying runs. 

Figure 3: Frame of one of the videos of the process. It shows how the specimen changes as the drying 
process goes on and the temperature inside the specimen varies (shown in the graph by the vertical stroke 
that in this case is at around 25 hours). 

Results and Discussion 

The method allows to clearly see changes in the cross section of the specimens at given 
intervals during the drying process. The pixel size of the images corresponds to 0.98 x 
0.98 mm2 in the specimens. The depth of the voxel was 10 mm, meaning that the data 
given for each pixel corresponds to an average value of such a volume. It is possible to 
see a good level of detail with such parameters, but it could be possible as well to adjust 
the settings in order to achieve even higher spatial resolution.  

The settings of the experiments were not optimal for the goal pursued. A higher 
resolution can be achieved thus having higher level of detail in the images. The drying 
process had a too fast warming up phase, driving to collapse and cracks in early stages 
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and also big changes between scans. Two actions need to be taken in future tests in order 
to avoid this: raising the temperature slowly and scanning the boards more frequently in 
the early stage of the drying process. 

Collapse seems to become noticeable before any internal crack is visible. In early stages 
of the drying process a wavy deformation in the otherwise flat surface is clearly 
noticeable. (Fig. 4) 

Figure 4: Sequence of the same specimens. Left: beginning of the drying. Center: collapse is visible at the 
surface of the specimens before any checking. Right: internal checking is visible well after the collapse. 

As these experiments were a test for future research, some malfunctions and mistakes 
were expected. Nevertheless, these mistakes are just a matter of fine tuning in the 
experiment setup and can easily be corrected for future experiments.  

Conclusions 

The method enables the opportunity to see how internal cracks start and develops 
throughout the drying process. In this case, the setting of the experiments resulted in a 
bad record of the crack occurrence, but the expectations are high for future research. It is 
reasonable to think that the procedures can easily be adjusted for future experiments and 
other parameters, as density and moisture content, could be included in order to get a 
wider picture of the process. Therefore, the equipment provides the means to develop a 
method to study this phenomenon at a high level of accuracy, giving the chance to a 
better understanding of the internal cracking and collapse behaviour of Eucalyptus nitens 
or any other wood specie. 
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